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Chapter 10: Vaccination

Stephanie Pywell

10.1 Introduction

Public health measures vary greatly in their impact upon individuals. Some measures such as sanitation and water filtration are imposed upon whole populations without adverse effect. Medical interventions such as breast cancer screening are transiently uncomfortable but not invasive. Cervical smear tests are invasive but have no known lasting effects. Other public health measures such as water fluoridation may affect individual recipients, and the dilemma for those responsible for determination of public policy is the extent to which public health benefits justify individual risks. Vaccination is invasive, and involves the administration of pharmaceuticals to people who are well. The benefits of vaccines are prospective and to some extent speculative, and there is concern that they may occasionally have serious permanent adverse effects upon those who receive them.

It is important to define ‘vaccination’. When a person is vaccinated, an infectious agent – antigen – is introduced into her body. The aim is that her the immune system will respond to the antigen by producing antibodies which will protect against the disease from which the antigen was derived. This response is immunisation. Vaccination is thus the process whose desired outcome, usually achieved in at least 90% of cases, is immunisation. The term ‘immunisation’ is often used to denote vaccination by politicians and others who wish to stress the intended benefits of the process. The percentage of cases in which vaccination leads to immunisation is termed the vaccine efficacy. This is usually measured as the percentage reduction in the incidence of the disease in a vaccinated population compared with that in an unvaccinated population. For example, if there were 100 cases per 10,000 people in the unvaccinated population, and 10 cases per 10,000 in the vaccinated population, the efficacy would be 90%.

Vaccines fall into two broad groups. Special vaccines are administered to people who are unusually vulnerable to particular disease – travellers, for example, or persons susceptible to
Mass vaccines are those administered to as many people as possible, usually young children, in programmes recommended by the public health authority.

Vaccination has two purposes. All vaccines aim to protect vaccinees against disease. Mass vaccines are additionally aimed at eliminating infectious disease from the population. When this occurs, even unvaccinated individuals are protected via the process of herd immunity. The respective sizes of these two benefits depend upon the incidence and severity of each disease in the relevant population, and the vulnerability of the individual. Special vaccines invariably afford greater protection to the individual than to society. There are currently no realistic prospects of eliminating influenza from the United Kingdom, or yellow fever from sub-Saharan Africa, so the benefit to each person protected from those diseases is high. Most mass vaccines, if administered to sufficiently large percentages of target populations, serve both purposes.

The dual purpose of mass vaccines raises questions about whether vaccines are therapeutic. In recent years judges in common law jurisdictions have debated, in the context of authorising medical treatment for incompetent patients, whether it is appropriate to classify treatments as therapeutic or non-therapeutic. A sensible approach is to require courts to have as their primary concern the protection of patients’ human rights, but this should subsume express consideration of whether the treatment was therapeutic. The physical necessity for, and outcome of, invasive treatment should form a key element of determining whether such treatment is truly best for the patient. This approach was adopted by Brennan J in Department of Health and Community Services (NT) v JWB and SMB (1992).

There are various definitions of ‘therapeutic’. A narrow definition is ‘of or pertaining to the healing of disease’, defining ‘heal’ as ‘to make whole or sound in bodily condition; to free from disease or ailments, restore to health or soundness; to cure (of a disease or wound)’. Because vaccinees are required to be well at the time vaccines are given, this definition does not encompass vaccination. A textbook definition is that a therapeutic treatment is one ‘intended to benefit the particular individual’. This does not apply to all vaccines: tetanus is unique amongst mass vaccines in protecting only the individual, and a 21st century child in the developed world derives little benefit from a vaccine such as polio – which the World Health Organisation (WHO) has declared to be eradicated from the Western Hemisphere – or diphtheria. A judicial view is that is that a treatment is therapeutic ‘when it is administered
for the chief purpose of preventing, removing or ameliorating a cosmetic deformity, a pathological condition or a psychiatric disorder, provided the treatment is appropriate for and proportionate to the purpose for which it is administered⁶. Most vaccines would probably fall within the first part of this definition, but rubella for boys would not, since the primary reason for rubella vaccination is the protection of unborn children. The second part of the judicial definition, requiring proportionality, is harder to determine because the risks of vaccines are unknown. If the benefits to the vaccinee are small, it may not be justifiable to take an unquantified risk, which would position the vaccine outside the judicial definition. There is thus an arguable case that not all mass vaccines are therapeutic.

The WHO’s 1978 Alma-Ata Conference identified immunisation against the major infectious diseases as one of its primary health care aims⁷. The WHO’s current vision of Health for All in the 21st Century includes health outcomes such as substantial reduction in the incidence of tuberculosis and the global eradication of polio and measles by 2005 and 2020 respectively⁸. The WHO has consistently recommended vaccination as an important element of international public health policy, and its global vaccination programmes have been responsible for successes such as the worldwide eradication of smallpox by May 1980⁹.

This chapter will focus on mass vaccination in Britain, drawing comparisons with the position in other north American and European jurisdictions.

10.8 The role of ethics and law in mass vaccination

An ethical dilemma posed by mass vaccination is the conflict between community benefit and respect for individual autonomy. The latter, recognising the right to control over one’s own body and the right to determine one’s own medical treatment, is a value central to the ethics of medical practice¹⁰. Medical paternalism, allowing health professionals to decide which treatment is best, is – at least in theory – no longer acceptable. There are, however, limits to autonomy. Where the autonomous decisions of one individual conflict with the autonomy or interests of others, qualifications must be placed on the right to free choice. The overriding moral obligation to respect autonomy has been challenged by those who argue that, by focusing on the rights of individuals, we neglect the needs and interests of the community as a whole. One philosophical approach underlying such challenges is communitarianism, which advocates collective welfare, collective responsibility and a shared
willingness to act with those values in mind. Communitarianism recognises that the interest of the community is a value to be taken into account in medical decision-making. This conflict between community values and respect for autonomy is relevant to the importance given to herd immunity in vaccination policy. It is exaggerated because the vaccinees are children who are as yet unable to exercise their autonomy.

This ethical dilemma is reflected in the law regulating medical treatment. In English law, as in most Western legal systems, a competent adult patient can only be treated with her own consent. On the grounds of public policy and potential harm to others the law places some limits on what treatment a competent adult can consent to, but it is reluctant to impose treatment on an unwilling competent patient. In Secretary of State for the Home Department v Robb, in which a prisoner was on a hunger strike, Thorpe J commented, ‘It seems to me that within this jurisdiction there is perhaps stronger emphasis on the right of an individual’s self-determination when balance comes to be struck between that right and any countervailing interests of the state’. English law thus purports to prioritise respect for autonomy, while some other jurisdictions have taken a more communitarian line and have recognised state interests when determining whether medical treatment should be given.

The right of self-determination in English law is not, however, supported by a doctrine of informed consent. Whereas many jurisdictions recognise that a patient has the right to any information which a reasonable prudent patient might think material to decision making, in English law the adequacy of information for informed consent is determined in accordance with what the reasonable doctor would think appropriate to tell the patient. In relation to a competent adult patient therefore, although vaccination can be given only with the consent of the patient, the information given to the patient on vaccination risks may be abridged according to medical common practice. If public health objectives form part of that practice, the information may understate the risks so as to maximise uptake of vaccination. It is generally agreed, nonetheless, that the requirements for legally valid consent to medical treatment are that the consent should be freely given by a person of capacity who is appropriately informed.

It is arguable that in cases of non-therapeutic medical treatment, such as when the patient is taking part in a clinical trial, respect for autonomy requires that the decision to participate should be dependent on knowing all the risks and benefits of treatment. Since it is arguable
that at least some mass vaccines are not therapeutic, there is a case for imposing a higher burden of information disclosure for participation in mass vaccination programmes than for consent to special vaccines. This is supported by parental opinion: one survey indicated that 75.9% of parents (264 out of 368) would like to receive more information about vaccines than is routinely given to them.

Where the vaccinee is a child, medical practice assumes that consent may be given on behalf of the child by a proxy – the child’s parent or guardian – or the state. There are limits to the treatment that can be consented to by proxy: the usual requirement is that the treatment should be in the child’s ‘best interests’. The courts have been wary of allowing parents to consent to non-therapeutic treatments such as sterilisation, cosmetic surgery, bone marrow donation and blood tests to determine paternity, unless it can be established that the treatment fulfils this requirement in some way. The interests of the community would therefore be unlikely to justify any potentially harmful invasive treatment on the child’s body. If, however, it were shown that it was in the child’s wider best interests to live in a community which was disease-free, and if the risks posed to the child by vaccination were small, then valid proxy consent could be given. Any such consent should, however, be fully informed. This view, too, finds support among parents: a study showed that 68% of parents (249 out of 346) desired more information before they accepted vaccines for their children than if the vaccines had been for themselves.

The balance between community interests and respect for individual autonomy is a matter for national legislatures. Although their vaccine schedules differ, Britain, Canada and the USA share the WHO’s aim of eliminating or reducing the incidence of infectious diseases via herd immunity. This approach can be contrasted with the approach to vaccination in Japan, which prioritises the protection of individual children over benefits to society. Japanese children do not receive pertussis vaccine, for example, until they are over two years old, and the eradication of the disease in this age group prevents infection in infants.

Some states which favour herd immunity have laws reflecting the priority given to societal interests over individuals’ rights of self-determination. In the USA, for example, many states have laws requiring proof of immunity to the primary and secondary schedule diseases as a condition of school entry. The laws vary, some applying only to admission to kindergarten and some to admission to every grade. Rubella vaccination is required by 50 states at school
entry, but only 41 states for students in all grades\textsuperscript{28}. Certain vaccinations are thereby effectively compulsory, and their administration can be enforced via the usual public health measures of administrative orders, penalties or injunctions\textsuperscript{29}. Vaccination against the wishes of the individual has been upheld by the Supreme Court, even where the vaccination is not for the benefit of the individual or is refused on religious grounds\textsuperscript{30}. France also has laws requiring children to be vaccinated against smallpox, diphtheria, tetanus, polio and tuberculosis\textsuperscript{31}.

Vaccination is not currently compulsory in Britain. Smallpox vaccination was made compulsory in 1853 following a series of Acts ‘designed to extend the practice of vaccination’\textsuperscript{32}. Vaccination remained compulsory until the middle of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, when statute provided that each local authority should arrange for medical practitioners to vaccinate against smallpox and diphtheria\textsuperscript{33}. In 1977 this was amended to require only that all medical practitioners should be able to participate in vaccination\textsuperscript{34}.

The withdrawal of legal involvement in vaccination in Britain between the mid 19\textsuperscript{th} century and the late 20\textsuperscript{th} century probably reflects reduced public interest in, and concern about, infectious disease. During this period sanitary, medical and socio-economic advances have hugely reduced disease-associated mortality and morbidity, and most childhood diseases are no longer considered dangerous. The same cannot be said of the developing world, where the greater urgency of disease eradication might justify more intrusive vaccination laws.

In the developed world, however, there has been considerable recent concern about the possible adverse effects of vaccines. This concern is at least partly a result of the virtual elimination of many of the diseases which posed a threat to earlier generations, such that today’s parents are less keenly aware of the benefits of vaccination and very conscious of possible vaccine risks. In one study of pertussis vaccine uptake the main threat to children’s health was perceived to come from the vaccine rather than from the disease itself\textsuperscript{35}.

In Britain, therefore, vaccination policy is now determined by practice rather than law. The only statutory involvement in vaccination is in the provision of a system of financial recompense for those who claim to have been injured by the administration of vaccines\textsuperscript{36}. Given that mass vaccines are by their nature administered to as many children in any age cohort as possible, the lack of related law merits brief consideration. Statute law includes
substantial protection for adults in the workplace, for consumers and for personal data. It is possible to argue that these issues are of importance to law-makers, who are usually healthy, financially solvent, competent adults. If this argument is accepted, a contrast can be drawn with the dearth of law protecting those who are ill. Aside from the Mental Health Acts, most medical law is case-law, and most cases arise when patients need to challenge unregulated medical decisions. A body of common law has thus developed in respect of such relatively rare events as the non-consensual sterilisation of incompetent patients. The recipients of mass vaccines are amongst the most vulnerable people in society, yet they are unprotected in Britain by either statute or common law. Vaccination policy is determined by population-scale health concerns, and high levels of vaccine coverage are regularly quoted in Parliament as positive indicators of public health. There is certainly scope, in such a situation, for political expediency to have a greater effect on policy than does concern for the rights of individuals.

10.9 The administrative framework of vaccination in Britain

One consequence of parents’ reduced fear of infectious disease has been that, although more childhood vaccinations have been available from the late 1950s, uptake of vaccination has been variable. Overt political intervention came in the 1987 White Paper Promoting Better Health, which first mooted the idea of financial incentives for GPs who achieved high levels of vaccination coverage amongst children on their patient lists. General practitioners rejected this proposal 3:1 but that did not prevent it from being given effect in the new GP contract introduced in 1990, and the maximum target payment now stands at £2,685. The success of this initiative was such that by 1992 child vaccination was no longer regarded as a key area of public health improvement because it was considered to be sufficiently established. It was, however, stated that ‘the emphasis must be on sustaining and building on progress which has been made already – such as … childhood immunisation (for which the Government has set a target of 95% uptake by 1995, the existing target of 90% for all such immunisations having been achieved in may 1992)’38. The GP incentive system is a primary cause of pressure on parents to consent to their child’s vaccination39, and it is arguable that consent given under pressure is not legally valid40.

Official publications and statements invariably refer to the desirability of achieving high levels of vaccination uptake. Health visitors discuss vaccination with potential parents ante-
natally. One study found that most health visitors view their role as promoting vaccination uptake, varying from ‘mild encouragement, to pushing, and to chasing up defaulters’\(^{41}\). Another found that health professionals legitimised exerting pressure to vaccinate by their conviction that vaccination was beneficial\(^{42}\). Because many new parents are overwhelmed by their responsibilities and are very tired, they may feel unable to challenge or resist well-intended pressure of this kind.

Unsolicited appointments for each of the visits required by the primary and secondary vaccine schedules are sent to children’s home addresses. The appointment slips are generated by health authorities’ computerised child health records. Appointments are offered at the mother’s chosen venue, which is ascertained by the health visitor during a home visit 14 days after the child’s birth. If two appointments are missed without reason, the child’s record is suspended and a report is sent to the health visitor. She will then contact the parents to discuss the matter\(^{43}\). If she advises the health authority that a parent has refused a particular vaccine, no further appointments are sent. One result of the automated appointments procedure is that some parents believe that vaccines are compulsory, and others feel they have no real opportunity to decline vaccination\(^{44}\).

It is agreed by most public health commentators that vaccination in Britain should remain optional\(^{45}\). If this is so, all parents should be made expressly aware that they may decline vaccination for their children. They must also be confident that they will not suffer any detriment, such as being removed from a GP’s patient list, if they do so. The danger of such an approach is that more parents might opt for their children to be ‘free riders’. Such people benefit from herd immunity but run none of the possible risks associated with vaccination. Herd immunity would then cease to exist, and those who cannot be vaccinated for medical reasons would become vulnerable to preventable diseases, defeating one of the principal aims of mass vaccination. Another effect of reduced herd immunity would be that people would tend to contract diseases later in life, when the effects are more serious. The balance between the objective of eliminating infectious diseases and respecting patient autonomy is delicate. As King has remarked, ‘(t)he recurring challenge for public health authorities is to find the best way to communicate with the public, so that they truly are informed on the relative risks and benefits of a vaccination programme’\(^{46}\).

10.4 The diseases against which mass vaccination is offered in the West
Diphtheria

Diphtheria is an acute respiratory infection which can lead to obstruction of the airways and death. An effective mass vaccine became available in the 1930s, and greatly reduced the incidence of the disease. The vaccine was introduced to developing countries by the WHO in the late 1970s, and global coverage is now 80%, including most countries outside Africa. This has been demonstrably successful: the number of cases reported to the WHO declined from over 70,000 in 1974 to 20,444 in 1992. The present situation is that diphtheria has been virtually eliminated from most developed countries, and is reducing in developing countries. Mass vaccination in developed countries is deemed necessary maintain protection against infection via unimmunised immigrants. The continuing importance of mass vaccination is demonstrated in the former USSR, where there were very low levels of diphtheria from the early 1960s to the late 1980s, but 125,000 cases and 4,000 deaths between 1990 and 1995. The WHO has responded by ensuring that all the states had sufficient stocks of the vaccine, and by re-emphasising the benefits of the vaccine and the risks of the disease.

Tetanus

Tetanus is caused by bacilli found in soil, dust, faeces and on the skin. The toxin causes agonising muscular contractions which can lead to respiratory failure, pneumonia, malnutrition and death. The tetanus bacillus cannot be eradicated, but the disease can. A vaccine became available in the 1930s, and has been routinely used in mass infant vaccination in Britain since 1961. Five doses are believed sufficient to confer lifelong immunity to the disease.

The disease is now uncommon in developed countries: there were no more than 10 cases in Britain in any year between 1990 and 1995. In developing countries neonatal tetanus caused by contamination of the umbilical stump caused an estimated 490,000 deaths in 1994. The WHO aims to eliminate neonatal tetanus from the world, which involves ensuring a high level of coverage of at least two doses of vaccine amongst women of
childbearing age, to enable transplacental transfer, and ensuring that babies are delivered hygienically.

**Pertussis**

Pertussis (whooping cough) is a highly infectious disease characterised by a paroxysmal cough accompanied by a whooping sound. Complications, which tend to be most serious in babies under six months old, can include brain damage, lung damage and death. The killed whole-cell vaccine used in Britain has been available since the 1950s, and has significantly reduced the incidence of the disease: there were previously an average of 100,000 reported cases annually in Britain, and the maximum number of cases in any year since 1988 has been 5,000. The efficacy of the vaccine is at least 80% after three doses. There were epidemics of pertussis in Britain in 1977/79 and 1981/83 when vaccine coverage fell to 35% following public concern about the safety of the vaccine. The United States has addressed similar concerns by developing acellular pertussis vaccine, now routinely used in the trivalent diphtheria-tetanus-acellular pertussis vaccine (DTaP). Some studies have indicated that this vaccine is associated with a lower incidence of adverse reactions than its whole-cell counterpart.

Much of the decline in mortality from whooping cough in Britain had occurred before the vaccine was introduced, indicating the influence of other factors. The death rate in Britain is now around one per 100,000 cases overall, although the equivalent figure for infants under six months old is 500 in 100,000. The WHO estimates that global vaccine coverage is 80%, and that there are still 39 million cases of whooping cough, leading to 350,000 deaths, annually.

**Haemophilus Influenzae B**

*Haemophilus influenzae* B (Hib) is an organism which can cause bacterial meningitis and other invasive diseases such as pneumonia and epiglottitis in children, 95% of whom are under five years of age. Hib-related diseases have a death rate of 3–6% in developed countries, and 20–30% of cases lead to blindness, mental retardation, seizures or hearing loss. Before widespread vaccination, 0.16% of children in the Britain contracted a disease caused by Hib. The conjugate vaccine has an efficacy of 95% after three doses, and has
dramatically reduced the incidence of Hib diseases in Britain, from 1,259 cases in 1989 to 39 in 1995\textsuperscript{58}.

**Poliomyelitis**

Poliomyelitis (polio) is an acute viral infection of the intestines which can attack the central nervous system leading to permanent paralysis or death. The parenteral (injected) vaccine, developed in the 1950s by Salk, contains killed whole viruses and is therefore known as inactivated polio vaccine (IPV). It was largely superseded by the Sabin oral polio vaccine (OPV) which contains live attenuated (weakened) strains of the three types of polio virus. Polio has now been eradicated from most of the developed world, and the vast majority of cases which occur in the United States and Britain are due to the infection of non-immune individuals by live vaccine in the stools of newly-vaccinated infants\textsuperscript{59}. America’s routine vaccine schedule is therefore now based primarily on IPV, with OPV being used only in circumstances of unusually high risk\textsuperscript{60}. OPV is still routinely used in Britain.

The global eradication of polio is being sought by routinely administering three doses of OPV to high percentages of infants, and additionally vaccinating young children on National Immunisation Days. In some countries – such as India, which accounted for 70\% of the world’s reported polio cases in January 2000 – three doses do not offer sufficient protection against the high levels of wild polio virus, and additional intensive vaccination campaigns are sometimes conducted.

**Meningococcal C**

Meningococcal C is the bacterium which causes one form of meningitis, an inflammation of the lining of the brain and spinal cord. The initial presentation is often very mild, but within hours sufferers can become dangerously ill. If meningitis is accompanied by septicaemia, it can lead rapidly to coma and death\textsuperscript{61}. From July 1998 to July 1999 there were 1530 cases of meningitis C infection in Britain, with 150 deaths. The vaccine was introduced into Britain in autumn 1999, and is discussed below\textsuperscript{62}.

**Measles**
Measles is an acute viral illness whose symptoms include spots, rash, fever, conjunctivitis and bronchitis. It can have severe complications including brain damage and death, although deaths from measles in the developed world had declined to virtually zero before the introduction of a vaccine. Before vaccination, virtually all children contracted measles. It is highly contagious, and one sufferer can transmit the disease to 12–18 others. A live attenuated single measles vaccine was introduced in Britain in 1968, and was eventually administered to about 50% of children. This increased to 80% in 1988 when the trivalent measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine, whose measles component has an efficacy of 90 – 95%, was introduced. The vaccine is now given to approximately 88% of children. This is lower than the 95% coverage estimated to be required to eliminate the disease, and occasional outbreaks occur.

In the developing world, where there are still one million measles-related deaths per year, the vaccine is given at nine months of age, because it is too risky to wait until children are one year old.

Mumps

Mumps is characterised by parotid swelling. It is not usually serious but its side-effects can include deafness and epididimo-orchitis, and in rare cases it can cause encephalitis or meningitis leading to death. Single mumps vaccine was introduced into the United States in 1977. The vaccine within MMR, whose efficacy is 90 – 95%, has been in widespread use in Britain since 1988. There were 2,021 reported cases of mumps in Britain in 1995.

There is no WHO target for global elimination because the disease has an insufficient impact on health in developing countries.

Rubella

Rubella (German measles) is usually a very mild disease which often has no symptoms. It has few serious complications, but the disease became the subject of medical interest in 1940 when it was realised that its contraction during pregnancy could cause congenital rubella syndrome (CRS), which involves numerous birth defects. In Britain women and teenage girls were able to receive a 97 – 98% effective single vaccine from 1970, and 97–
98% of this population had been vaccinated by 1987. In order to eliminate CRS the vaccine was included in the mass-administered MMR from 1988\textsuperscript{71}. There are now usually fewer than ten annual cases of CRS in Britain, mainly amongst mothers born elsewhere.

### 10.5 The primary and secondary schedules in the west

The primary and secondary schedules consist of the vaccines which are routinely administered to children who have not yet entered full-time education.

At present, the primary and secondary schedules in Britain are as shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Vaccines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>Diphtheria-tetanus-pertussis-Hib (DTP-Hib)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meningococcal C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>DTP-Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meningococcal C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>DTP-Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meningococcal C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 months</td>
<td>Measles-mumps-rubella (MMR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–5 years</td>
<td>Diphtheria-tetanus (DT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MMR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: UK Primary and Secondary Schedule Vaccines**

This schedule was designed to be practical, and in some cases immunological perfection has been sacrificed in order to maintain simplicity and a relatively low number of visits to vaccination clinics\textsuperscript{72}. In general there is a sufficiently high uptake of these vaccines for herd immunity to be maintained. This is the principal aim of vaccination in Britain; in the words of a public health epidemiologist, ‘the aim of mass immunisation is to improve the health of the public, the population, by preventing preventable disease’\textsuperscript{73}. 
The primary and secondary schedules recommended by the Canadian National Advisory Committee on Immunisation are more complex, as shown in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Vaccine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio (only if IPV used; not required for OPV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 months</td>
<td>MMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 months</td>
<td>DTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–6 years</td>
<td>DTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Canadian Primary and Secondary Schedule Vaccines

Territories and provinces within Canada produce their own vaccination schedules which vary from that in Table 2, but the differences are few and minor. The most significant is in the timing of MMR vaccines – Prince Edward offers the first dose at 15, rather than 12 months, and in four cases the second dose is given at age 4–6 years, rather than 18 months. The recommended schedule involves six vaccination visits, compared with five in Britain. The programme is designed to achieve the elimination or reduction of each infectious disease by a
specified date. These goals are to be achieved by attaining specified target levels of vaccination coverage of children in particular age groups. The goals and targets were set in 1996 and reviewed in 1997\textsuperscript{75}. Progress towards all the goals was being made by 19 June 1998 – the date when the 1997 review was last updated on the Internet – but no target for 1997 had been met nationally.

The primary and secondary schedules in the United States\textsuperscript{76} are even more complex, and are shown in Table 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Vaccine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–2 months</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–4 months</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>Diphtheria-tetanus-acellular pertussis (DTaP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio (inactivated vaccine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>DTaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio (inactivated vaccine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>DTaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6–18 months</td>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio (inactivated vaccine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–15 months</td>
<td>Hib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12–18 months</td>
<td>Varicella (chicken pox)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–18 months</td>
<td>DTaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4–6 years</td>
<td>DTaP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polio (inactivated vaccine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MMR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Varicella is recommended only for children deemed by a health care provider to be ‘susceptible’, that is, those who have not been vaccinated and who lack a reliable history of chicken pox.
The aim of the American schedules has been described by a British consultant epidemiologist as ‘immunological perfection … where vaccines are given at very prescribed intervals which are done so as to generate the best immune response’\textsuperscript{77}. The United States’ Vaccines for Children (VFC) programme provides for vaccines to be purchased federally and made available to children who are Medicaid-enrolled, not covered by health insurance, covered by health insurance which does not include vaccination or who are American Indian or Alaskan Native. The aim of VFC is to ‘combine the efforts of public and private providers to help accomplish and sustain vaccine coverage goals’\textsuperscript{78}. The public funding available to VFC indicates the priority given to vaccination in a jurisdiction where much health care is required to be privately funded.

### 10.6 One-off vaccination campaigns

Two one-off mass vaccination campaigns took place in Britain between 1994 and 2000. The campaigns are of interest because they illustrate a number of legal and ethical issues.

In October 1994 all children aged five to 16 years were offered the opportunity to be vaccinated with a divalent measles-rubella (MR) vaccine. The primary schedule had since 1988 included a dose of MMR vaccine, administered at around 15 months of age. It was known that not all children had received this, and that the measles component of the vaccine had an efficacy of about 90%. The belief that 14\% of schoolchildren in England and Wales were therefore not immune to the disease, coupled with an epidemic of 5,000 cases in Scotland in 1993–4, led to official fears of a measles epidemic. The decision to offer to vaccinate all schoolchildren against the disease was made public via an advertising campaign which aimed to make parents fear the potentially serious side-effects of measles – ‘blindness, brain damage, and even death’\textsuperscript{79} – even though these were then extremely uncommon in the developed world.

Vaccines were administered at schools to all children whose parents had not expressly withheld consent – non-response to the notification of the campaign was taken to indicate consent. The leaflet sent to parents stated that the potential epidemic ‘will happen next year
unless we immunise children now’. It stated that side-effects from the vaccine were likely to 
be ‘uncommon, …very mild [and] likely to disappear quickly’, although the leaflet sent to 
health professionals indicated that up to 25% of adolescent girls could develop joint pains. 
Parents who withheld consent have reported being subject to considerable pressure to accept 
the vaccine, and one child recalls being the only one in her class who did not receive it80. 
The vaccines were administered by school nurses. It was reported that one vaccine was 
administered every 30 seconds, reducing the cost per child to 62 pence81.

This campaign was strongly criticised in the Bulletin of Medical Ethics. A series of articles 
disputes the reality of the predicted epidemic and questions why rubella vaccine was 
included. The accuracy of the information given to parents is criticised. The author – 
apparently Dr Richard Nicholson, the journal’s editor – questions the propriety of the 
tendering method applied in the awarding of the contracts for vaccine supply82. He also 
asserts that the campaign constituted research because the divalent vaccine had not been used 
anywhere else in the world. Two doses of the trivalent MMR vaccine were already in routine 
use in other jurisdictions, but the omission of the mumps component was unprecedented.

One of the British Government’s advisers has publicly agreed that the leaflet sent to parents 
before the campaign was less than ideal: ‘[c]ertainly leaflets can be improved. I myself think 
there was a problem with the 1994 leaflet. It should have had more information about other 
sources of information …’83. It breaches medical ethics to understate vaccine risks and to 
overstate disease risks in order to maximise uptake of a vaccine whose value is unproven. 
The official report into adverse events attributable to the campaign identified 530 serious 
reactions from over seven million vaccinees84. The statement that no child died as a result of 
the campaign is inconsistent with the payment by the Vaccine Damage Payments Unit of two 
statutory awards in respect of deceased children85.

In autumn 1999 a campaign began to vaccinate everyone under 19 years of age with 
meningococcal C vaccine. This bacterium is responsible for one strain of meningitis, the 
disease which probably holds the greatest fear for 21st century parents in the developed 
world. The first groups to receive the vaccine were those at highest risk: babies, toddlers and 
young people aged 15 to 17 years. During 2000 the vaccine was offered, at school, to all 
children86. Consent forms were required to be returned before a child was vaccinated. This 
requirement for active, rather than passive, consent was ethically appropriate for a non-
essential medical intervention. In the case of at least one school, however, parents were unaware of the campaign until their 10- and 11-year-old children told them they had been vaccinated\(^87\). Such vaccines were administered unlawfully because there was no valid consent.

The success of the vaccine in preventing 75–85% of predicted cases of meningitis C is marred by reports of relatively large numbers of adverse reactions to the vaccine. In 1999–2000 there were 16,527 reported adverse events apparently associated with about 15 million doses of vaccine – an adverse event reporting rate of one per 1,000 doses\(^88\). This is much higher than the equivalent figure for any other vaccine. The Department of Health has pointed out that many of the reactions were minor, and has detailed the causes of the 11 deaths apparently associated with the vaccine.

This vaccine was, as is usual, tested on a relatively small number of people whose possible adverse reactions were monitored for a period of four weeks before being licensed for use in the general population\(^89\). The novelty of the vaccine was heralded by the Secretary of State for Health – ‘the NHS will be the first health care system in the world to have the use of this new vaccine’\(^90\) – yet the publicity leaflet for the vaccine included the statement that ‘the vaccine has been thoroughly tested on children of all ages and provides good protection with very few side effects….The new vaccine has been tested carefully and has proved to be safe’\(^91\). Within a year of its launch, the new vaccine had been given to a large percentage of schoolchildren in Britain. These children comprised the first population-wide cohort to receive it, but their parents had not been told that they were to be research subjects.

The MR and meningococcal C vaccination campaigns raise serious ethical questions because the targeted diseases were not currently causing epidemics. The MR campaign was in response to an epidemic predicted by a disputed mathematical model, and the meningococcal C campaign dealt with a disease which was rare but greatly feared.

If there is a present or imminent risk of a large-scale epidemic of a very serious disease, known vaccine risks to individuals may be justified by the potential benefit to the health of a community. At such times public perceptions of the risk/benefit ratio alter. There was an epidemic of smallpox in New York in 1947. Five million people were vaccinated against the disease in six weeks, resulting in 45 known cases of encephalitis and four deaths due to the
vaccine. This was felt to be an acceptable casualty level because the vaccine campaign averted thousands of deaths\textsuperscript{92}. This situation contrasts with the 19th century riots against compulsory smallpox vaccine which occurred in Leicester because there was a low incidence of smallpox in the city.

It is generally accepted that normal ethical constraints may be waived when there is an immediate and serious risk to the health of large numbers of a population – such derogations exist in, for example, the European Convention on Human Rights\textsuperscript{93}. Normally, however, medical ethics require that the autonomy of patients should be respected by obtaining fully informed consent to any medical procedure. Without respect for autonomy it is inevitable that individual rights will be sacrificed in favour of the accumulation of the happiness of the majority. Neither law nor medical ethics sanctions such an approach even for the achievement of worthy public health goals. Since the children receiving primary and secondary schedule vaccines are unable to give their own legally valid consent, this respect for autonomy should be transferred to their proxies who, in the great majority of cases, are the parents. For parental consent to be legally valid\textsuperscript{94}, parents should be neutrally presented with as much information as possible before deciding whether to accept vaccines for their infant children.

\textbf{10.7 The Costs and Benefits of Vaccines}

The vision of a world free of preventable infectious diseases has to be considered in the context of the expense of vaccination. In January 2000 a further $300 million was believed to be required to achieve certified global eradication of polio by 2005\textsuperscript{95}, and the sum had risen to $450 million by September 2000\textsuperscript{96}. Although individual vaccines are cheap, politicians and public health authorities who decide vaccination policy must continually assess costs and benefits. Many have argued that it is inappropriate to place a value upon human life and health, but hard choices must be made in the pragmatic context of limited resources\textsuperscript{97}. The costs of vaccines must be demonstrably justified, and this is most likely to occur if they are seen to result in herd immunity.

The main financial benefit of vaccines is derived from the reduced costs of treating people affected by disease. The average cost of treating a hospitalised person with meningitis C, for example, is £3,200. The vaccine is believed to have cut cases by about 75\% of the previous
figure of 1530 in its first year of use, representing an estimated saving of £3.6 million\textsuperscript{98}. The total cost of the campaign was not disclosed, but £9 million was made available to health authorities administering the campaign, and the vaccine was centrally purchased and supplied free of charge to the authorities\textsuperscript{99}. The net expenditure was thus £5.4 million, plus the cost of the vaccine itself. This sum prevented an estimated 112 deaths and 337 cases of permanent brain damage – a cost per potential victim of over £12,000. The 1998–9 figures suggest that one case of meningitis C was avoided by roughly every 1,000 vaccines given in 1999–2000, coincidentally, the same ratio as that for reported adverse reactions to the vaccine\textsuperscript{100}.

Another example of a mass vaccine with a high dose-to-avoidance ratio in Britain is Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG), which has an efficacy of 70–80\% in protecting against tuberculosis (TB). The vaccine was introduced in Britain in 1953, and has played a major role in significantly reducing the disease. It was calculated in 1984 that 2,200 doses of BCG vaccine were required to prevent a single case of TB. The Department of Health still recommends routine administration of BCG vaccine to all children aged 10–14 years who give a negative result to a skin test\textsuperscript{101}. This policy is not, however, complied with in all areas, and there have recently been supply problems which have meant that the vaccine has only been available to the groups at highest risk of TB\textsuperscript{102}. There have been small annual increases in notified cases of the disease since 1985, notably among recent immigrants from countries where the disease is still common, and in inner city areas\textsuperscript{103}.

Vaccines sometimes have unexpected beneficial effects in addition to reducing the incidence of infectious disease. A meta-analysis of two case-control and 10 cohort studies of measles vaccine in the developing world showed that the vaccine was associated with a greater number of avoided deaths than would be expected from acute measles infection\textsuperscript{104}.

Vaccines can also have unexpected negative effects. As mentioned above\textsuperscript{105} three doses of polio vaccine leave children in India susceptible to the disease, and polio paralysis has been triggered in the limbs of children injected with DTP vaccine. The introduction of the WHO’s recommended three-dose programme of DTP has therefore caused polio paralysis in hundreds of thousands of children\textsuperscript{106}.

There are other, currently unverified, studies which have linked certain vaccines with some kinds of long-term injury. The most notable of these, published in Britain in February 1998,
postulated a link between MMR vaccine, inflammatory bowel disorders and autistic spectrum disorders. This was a small-scale study of 12 cases, and was published as an ‘early report’. The paper itself notes the study’s methodological limitations, and states: ‘[w]e did not prove an association between measles, mumps, and rubella vaccine and the syndrome described’ before concluding ‘[f]urther investigations are needed to examine this syndrome and its possible relation to this vaccine’\textsuperscript{107}. This paper came to the attention of the media, some of which misreported it, and public confidence in the safety of MMR vaccine fell. The Government’s response was to convene a meeting of 37 experts who decided, a month after the study’s publication, that parents should continue to accept the vaccine for their children.

Two major studies, published in June 1999, were used by the Chief Medical Officer to reassure parents about the safety of MMR. One of these collated parental accounts of the ages at which their children had first exhibited signs of autistic spectrum disorders, and compared these with the ages, if any, at which they had received MMR vaccine. There was a statistically significant clustering of cases with a five-month interval, but this was dismissed as an artifact. Without these cases, the study showed no evidence for a causal association between MMR and autism\textsuperscript{108}. The study was strongly criticised for omitting these cases from analysis, but its authors defended their decision. The second study collated information about apparent adverse effects following MMR or MR vaccine. 531 reports were received, and all but 12 were disregarded on various specified grounds before final analysis. This study found that the information available did not support the suggested causal associations between the vaccines and bowel or autistic disorders, and noted its own methodological limitations\textsuperscript{109}. Numerous other papers and letters have been published on this subject, and there is as yet no agreement on whether the postulated causal link exists.

It is certain, however, that there are in the Western Hemisphere today diseases which manifest themselves in childhood and are much more common than ever before. No link has been established between any of these and vaccines, but there is much speculation about what has caused so many children to suffer from autistic spectrum disorders, learning difficulties and asthma. It is probable that the increases are due at least in part to improved diagnostic techniques, but a greatly increased number of vaccines in early childhood is one of many factors which may be contributing towards changes in patterns of children’s health. Much more research is needed into the possible causes of these disorders, ideally via prospective double-blind cohort studies in which one group of children would be exposed to various
possible risk factors while another, similar, group would not be so exposed. The health outcomes of both groups would be monitored, and any significant differences could then reasonably be attributed to the risk factor in question.

One problem with such studies is that it is very difficult to isolate each risk factor – some environmental allergens, for example, are virtually omnipresent. Investigating vaccines in this way also poses ethical difficulties. Given the generally-held belief that vaccines are, on balance, a beneficial influence on children’s health, it is unreasonable to expect 50% of a given population to agree that their children should receive placebos instead. It has been suggested that some parents would probably be willing to defer their children’s vaccinations, but this would not be useful if the possibly linked diseases do not manifest themselves for many months, as is often the case with bowel and psychological disorders. The best study design realistically available is therefore the case control method. This involves starting with people who have the health problem under investigation. The difficulties with this are that detailed access to health records is required, subjects are frequently self-selecting, and no suitable comparison group is available\textsuperscript{110}. The importance of vaccines, however, makes it necessary to surmount these difficulties. If parents are not convinced of vaccine safety then fewer children will be vaccinated, with potentially serious consequences for public health. Governments need to identify common features in parents’ anecdotal reports, and fund appropriate large-scale investigations into these possible links.

In societal terms the number of children apparently damaged by vaccines is greatly outweighed by the number protected from childhood diseases, so the cost-benefit ratio is considered acceptable. The official attitude to risks and benefits is exemplified in the history of the link between bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) and variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (v-CJD). When the possibility of the association was first mooted in Britain, the Government responded that beef was completely safe to eat. It is not difficult to see the potential political problems following any official acknowledgment of a possible risk that was likely to do irreparable harm to the farming industry. Pharmaceuticals, including vaccines, were also realised to be possible sources of v-CJD infection, but this was not admitted publicly because of the official belief that it was imperative to maintain high levels of vaccine coverage. Kenneth Clarke MP, then Secretary of State for Health, told the BSE Inquiry of ‘the needless death of infants’ when ‘mothers had been induced not to vaccinate their children’. It had been necessary to avert a similar situation:
‘The difficulty is if you said, as we all believed, that the risk from vaccine was remote, that unless you say there is absolutely no risk or 110 per cent certain that there is never any risk, it is terribly easy for somebody to go haring off starting another vaccine scare’111.

This is an admission from a former Cabinet member that a deliberate decision was taken to overstate the true level of official confidence in vaccine safety. Guidelines against the use of British bovine serum in vaccines were issued in 1989, yet four vaccines which did not comply with the guidelines were not withdrawn. It was believed at the time that the stocks would last until late 1990–91. In the event the affected MMR vaccine was never licensed, so the problem applied to one measles vaccine, one Tuberculin and one line of DTP112.

Volume 1 of BSE Inquiry (2000) concludes with ‘Lessons to be learned’. Two of these seem particularly applicable to current doubts about vaccine safety: ‘[a]n advisory committee should not water down its formulated assessment of risk out of anxiety not to cause public alarm’ and ‘[a]lthough likelihood of a risk to human life may appear remote, where there is uncertainty all reasonably practicable precautions should be taken’113. Norman Baker MP has described the Government’s attitude to possible vaccine risks as ‘a terrible averting of eyes’, and its response to the BSE risk as ‘sweep[ing] it under the carpet’114. Doubts about vaccine safety must be identified and investigated if the beneficial effects of vaccines are to be maximised.

10.8 Legal redress for the adverse effects of vaccines

In Britain there are two possible routes to financial recompense for a child who may have been injured by the administration of a mass vaccine: the common law and the statutory Vaccine Damage Payments Scheme (VDPS).

There has been no successful common law claim for vaccine damage in England or Wales. The leading case is Loveday v Renton115 which was heard to determine whether in principle the pertussis vaccine could cause brain damage in young children. Stuart-Smith J concluded that the claimant had failed to prove on the balance of probabilities that this general causative link existed. No case has since reached the English courts. The Irish case of Best v Wellcome Foundation116, in which the claimant was awarded £2.75 million for damage
caused by a faulty batch of vaccine, was based on exceptional facts and is unlikely to provide a useful precedent.

A group of children whose parents believe they have been damaged by the MMR vaccine are claimants in an impending multi-party action against vaccine manufacturers\textsuperscript{117} framed under the strict liability provisions of the Consumer Protection Act 1987. The claimants will argue that a ‘defective’ vaccine for the purposes of the Act was one that is capable of causing, however rarely, the injuries from which they are suffering. By November 2000 several case management hearings had been held, but no date had been set for a full hearing. The claimants’ research into issues of causation is being funded by over 700 individual legal aid certificates and one generic certificate.

It has long been recognised that the slow adversarial processes of the civil courts are unsatisfactory as a means to compensation for vaccine damage. Because of this, and in recognition of the social desirability of universal vaccination, the VDPS was established under the Vaccine Damage Payments Act 1979. Initially claimants received a one-off payment of £10,000 if they could show that they had been at least 80\% disabled by one of the vaccines recommended by the state for mass administration. The time limit for instituting the claim was six years from the later of the claimant’s second birthday and the date of vaccination. The VDPS remained almost unchanged, except for increases in the statutory sum, for over 20 years. In June 2000 major changes to the scheme were announced in Parliament\textsuperscript{118}. The statutory sum has now been increased to £100,000\textsuperscript{119}. Legislation scheduled for 2001 will provide for top-up payments for those who have received lower awards, and will lower the disability threshold from 80\% to 60\%. Claims will be able to be instituted at any time until the victim’s 21\textsuperscript{st} birthday.

These changes, although substantial, will not solve the significant problems underlying the present scheme, which has granted awards to very few claimants in recent years\textsuperscript{120}. Politicians are unanimous that the statutory payment does not constitute compensation, and it is clear that a payment under the scheme does not preclude a future common law action for damages. This contrasts with the equivalent scheme in the United States, the Vaccine Injury Compensation Programme. This no-fault scheme was introduced in October 1988, and one of its objectives is the avoidance of litigation, so recipients of awards are debarred from
bringing an action in negligence. Claims under the American scheme are twice as likely to succeed as claims under the British scheme\textsuperscript{121}.

In Britain, parents who believe their children to have been damaged by vaccination are unlikely to receive any financial recompense to cover the medical and social costs of raising a damaged child. Their main difficulty is the paucity of evidence of a causal link between vaccines and the alleged adverse effects of vaccination. Government-funded research is therefore the key not only to safer vaccines but also to fairer treatment of those who bear the risks of vaccines for the benefit of the community. Moral considerations suggest that the burden should lie with the benefit, and therefore that society should be prepared to pay when necessary for the disease immunity and protection which results from mass vaccination.

10.9 Conclusion

Vaccines are constantly being developed and improved. Investigations are currently under way into the possibility of DNA-based vaccines, and into vaccines against diseases including cancer and human immune deficiency virus (HIV). The WHO has initiated an Immunisation Safety Priority Project whose ‘ultimate goal is to enable national immunisation programmes to prevent, early detect and quickly respond to adverse events in order to minimise their negative impact on health and on national immunisation programmes’\textsuperscript{122}. The project includes ensuring that vaccine delivery systems are safe and that all national regulatory authorities will have access to adverse event monitoring systems by the end of 2002. Although commendable, this initiative does not deal with the problem that passive surveillance systems, such as the USA’s Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System and Britain’s Yellow Card system, are thought to capture only very low percentages of suspected adverse reactions. The WHO has not advocated improving such systems, although adequate and accurate recording is a prerequisite of any project to improve vaccine safety.

Globalisation has affected patterns of disease. If populations were less mobile, it is likely that diphtheria and polio vaccines could safely be discontinued in the Western Hemisphere. CRS, too, could probably be eradicated from developed countries if there were no cases being imported from elsewhere. National strategies for disease eradication must therefore be devised in the context of global initiatives. There are instances, however, as India’s experience with polio caused by DTP vaccine illustrates, when global policies can be fully
effective only if they are modified to take account of local conditions. There is no room for
complacency: TB, which is largely preventable, is increasing in Britain and elsewhere, and
diphtheria has increased in the former states of the USSR. The European Committee of
Ministers considers it unnecessary to devise a pan-European vaccination policy because the
Member States already co-operate within the WHO’s programme. Such reliance makes it
imperative that the WHO’s strategies are effective in the eradication of infectious disease.

Equally importantly, the WHO must ensure – via the instigation and careful monitoring of
appropriate long-term studies – that vaccines are not inadvertently causing some public health
problems while solving others. Parents need to be justifiably confident that vaccines are not
going to injure their children in any way. If this can be achieved, the maximum possible
benefit will be derived from immunisation, which has been described as ‘the single most
cost-effective form of prevention and a positive health benefit to children’.
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